In primary auditory cortex, slowly repeated acoustic events are represented temporally by phase-locked 11 activity of single neurons. Single-unit studies in awake marmosets (Callithrix jacchus) have shown that a sub-12 population of these neurons also monotonically increase or decrease their average discharge rate during stimulus 13 presentation for higher repetition rates. Building on a computational single-neuron model that generates phase-42 provide a number of advantages as an encoding strategy, including robustness to rate changes resulting from 43 adaptation, allowing for the multiplexing of additional information within an overlapping rate code, and increasing 44 the accuracy of extracting this information by reducing positively correlated noise between neurons [14]. How 45 could the brain generate these types of neural representations? To explore this question, we used a leaky integrate-48 relative strength of excitatory and inhibitory inputs [15]. In this E-I (excitation-inhibition) based computational 49 model, synchronized responses to slowly repeating sounds occur when inhibition is both stronger than and delayed 50 relative to excitation. Building on this model, Gao et al (2016) [16] added a simplified adaptation mechanism to 51 stimulus repetition rate, resulting in synchronized responses and non-synchronized monotonic positive and 52 negative responses, but stimulus repetition rate ranged beyond acoustic flutter. The integration of rate coding in 53 synchronizing neurons, to generate Sync+ and Sync-responses within the perceptual range of flutter, has not yet 54 been directly examined using such computational models. Here we investigated the underlying neural mechanisms 55 responsible for Sync+ and Sync-responses in auditory cortex and demonstrate that the addition of synaptic 56 depression to the E-I model is sufficient to reproduce these two response modes -specifically stronger synaptic 57 depression of excitatory inputs relative to inhibitory inputs leads to the Sync-response while weaker synaptic 58 depression of excitatory inputs relative to inhibitory inputs leads to the Sync+ response. Using this model, we 59 examined how a downstream neuron can combine Sync+ and Sync-inputs to effectively demultiplex a rate code 60 such that discharge rate only monotonically varies with a single acoustic parameter.
and-fire computational model of a neuron. Previously, we have used a similar modelling approach to generate stimulus synchronized responses to acoustic pulses in the range of flutter perception, by varying the delay and was highest for high and low values, and lowest for low and high values ( Fig.3b-c) . For a given 141 set of time values { = 0.15, = 0.10} we were able to obtain Sync+ neurons with strong depression and 142 weak inhibition. The converse was true for Sync-neurons, where depression was stronger for excitation than 143 inhibition (Fig.3d ). In our parameter range, depression of excitation was more important than depression of 144 inhibition in determining whether a neuron would be monotonic positive or negative. In this computational model,
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as in the previous model [15] , the initial onset response was determined by the strength of excitation and inhibition, 
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For our simulated neurons, values were determined so that simulated Sync+ and Sync-neurons 160 matched real neurons in both trial-by-trial spiking activity ( Fig.4 ) and average population activity (Fig.5 ).
161
Monotonicity was significant for both Sync+ (Spearman correlation coefficient ρ = 0.91, P < 0.001) and Sync-(ρ 162 = 0.85, P = 0.012) simulated neurons (Fig.5e,f Model robustness. Next, we examined the robustness of our model to different types of noise. Our computational 177 model operated, as did the previous model [15] , with a fixed spontaneous rate (~4 spk/s) comparable to that of 178 our real neuron data (median spontaneous rate = 3.8 spk/s). This was generated by adding Gaussian noise to the 179 baseline excitatory and inhibitory conductances of the neuron (see methods). Increasing the amplitude of noise 180 also increased the spontaneous rate ( Fig.6a ). We examined how robust our model was for varying noise amplitude 181 and observed that it did not affect monotonicity for both Sync+ and Sync-simulated neurons (Fig.6b ). Vector
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Strength was less robust to changes in noise amplitude, in particular for Sync-simulated neurons, where low noise 183 amplitude resulted in a complete lack of stimulus synchrony for high repetition rates ( Fig.6d, e ), due to the evoked 184 responses consisting of an onset followed by suppression. Our model also included temporal jitter ( Fig.6c ) to 185 emulate more realistic responses, by adding Gaussian noise to the timings of each acoustic pulse. Similar to the 186 conductance noise amplitude, changes to temporal jitter did not affect monotonicity. We also observed that the 187 vector strength in Sync-simulated neurons was more affected by temporal jitter than for Sync+ simulated neurons 188 (Fig 6f, g) . However, with the exception of Sync-simulated neurons with strong temporal jitter (above 7 s.d.)
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these simulations in the presence of noise could still be classified as synchronised monotonic responses (see 190 methods for criteria). We further explored model robustness by studying how input parameters such as excitation 191 and inhibition amplitude affected monotonicity and vector strength. Monotonicity in Sync+ simulated neurons did 192 not seem to be affected by changes in these parameters (Fig.7a ). In Sync-neurons however, the monotonicity 193 index was reduced to 0 for IE ratios under 1.0 ( Fig.7b ). In addition, for stronger excitatory input amplitudes the 194 model required higher IE ratios to produce monotonic negative responses. As for vector strength, both Sync+ and
195
Sync-simulated neurons showed a weak decrease in stimulus synchrony for excitatory input amplitudes under 196 2nS ( Fig.7c, d ). 
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Monotonicity is negative only when inhibition is stronger than excitation (IE ratio larger than 1) (B.). Vector 206 strength is maintained for E strength above 2nS and is minimally affected by IE ratio in both scenarios (C, D.).
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Different mechanisms for adaptation to repeated acoustic pulses. So far in this study we explored short-term 209 depression as a possible underlying mechanism for Sync+ and Sync-neurons observed in A1. Next, we explored 210 other possible mechanisms that may allow neurons to adapt to acoustic pulse trains and compared their effects to 211 that of our short-term depression model. One such mechanism is short-term facilitation (STF); the adaptation 212 of neural activity during stimulus presentation for higher repetition rates could arise from facilitation of inhibition,
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as opposed to depression of adaptation. We thus modelled short-term facilitation using the same parameters as 214 short-term depression. However, instead of decreasing the probability of release (and therefore the conductance 215 input amplitude), this probability was increased at each acoustic input until it was recovered back to its initial 216 value ( Fig.8 ) (see methods). When combining depression of excitation and facilitation of inhibition, the model 217 was able to produce both Sync+ and Sync-responses. Similar to our original model (depression of excitation and 218 inhibition) depression of excitation was the determining factor for the direction of monotonicity for simulated 219 neurons ( Fig.8a, b ). However, increasing the strength of facilitation in the inhibitory input lead to a decrease in 220 the monotonicity slope of Sync+ neurons and an increase in the monotonicity slope of Sync-neurons. When both 221 excitation and inhibition were facilitated, all simulated neurons were Sync+ neurons ( Fig.8c, d ). In the case where 222 there was strong facilitation of inhibition and weak depression of excitation, our model produced non-monotonic 223 synchronized responses (highest discharge rates in the middle of the acoustic flutter range). 
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Another possible mechanism for adaptation to stimulus statistics is spike-frequency adaptation (SFA).
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Although the time scale for SFA is generally much shorter than that of short-term depression [18. 19] 
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To further compare the aforementioned mechanisms between each other and with real neurons 250 populations, we studied the strength of adaptation in relation to discharge rate at different time windows during 251 the stimulus presentation (acoustic pulse train with a repetition rate of 40Hz). The strength of adaptation, 252 equivalent to the amplitude of adaptation shown in the model above, was defined as the firing rate during the 253 time window spanning the given acoustic pulse divided by the firing rate during the previous acoustic pulse. Real 254 neurons with firing rates lower than the spontaneous rate during the first 2 pulses (5/27 neurons in Sync-, 7/26 255 neurons in Sync+) were excluded from analysis. The strength of adaptation was also calculated for models with 256 different mechanisms for adaptation; the base model with STD for excitation and inhibition, the base model with 257 additional weak or strong SFA (see methods), and the facilitation model with STD for excitation and STF for 258 inhibition (Fig.9a ). As expected, adaptation during the first to second pulse for Sync-simulated neurons was 259 strongest in the strong SFA model, and weakest in the facilitation model. Adaptation increased significantly 260 between first to second pulse and first to third pulse for the base model and for the facilitation model (Wilcoxon 261 sign rank test P <<0.001) but not for models with weak or strong SFA (Wilcoxon signed rank test P = 0.06 and P 262 = 0.5 respectively). For Sync+ neurons, all models showed a weak or non-significant adaptation. In the case of 263 real Sync-neurons, most neurons showed significant depression between the first and second pulse (18/22 neurons, 264 median = 0.59, t-test, P << 0.001) and between first and third pulse (18/22 neurons, median = 0.90, P << 0.001)
265
(S6 Fig) , and the difference of adaptation strength between these two time windows was statistically significant
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(paired Wilcoxon rank sum test, P < 0.01) ( Fig.9b ) these results were most comparable to our base model using 267 only short-term depression. As for Sync+ neurons, individual responses showed both depression and facilitation 268 during onset. 9/19 neurons and 8/19 neurons showed depression between 1st and 2nd pulses and between 1st and 269 3rd pulses respectively (median = 0 for both, Wilcoxon signed rank test, P > 0.05) ( Fig. 9b ). These results showed 270 that short-term depression was sufficient to reproduce adaptation to acoustic pulse trains in real Sync+ and Sync- 
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Response to pure tones. If we consider pure tones to be similar to acoustic pulse trains with a very high repetition 283 rate, the responses these stimuli evoke in Sync+ neurons and Sync-neurons would be different. We would more 
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However, how downstream neurons read out this information, especially in the context of additional concurrently 316 encoded acoustic parameters is unknown. To further explore this issue, we added a monotonic modulation of 317 firing rate in our model, to reflect a stimulus' sound level [12, 20, 21] and emulate multiplexing of different acoustic 318 features in firing rate. Our Sync+ and Sync-neurons therefore varied their firing rates to both stimulus repetition 319 rate and sound amplitude (Fig.11b, c ). We speculated that these two parameters could be "demultiplexed" by 320 simply adding or subtracting Sync+ and Sync-responses from each other. Subtracting Sync-responses from 321 Sync+ responses, generated a firing rate that was insensitive to changes in stimulus amplitude, providing a robust 322 monotonic change in firing rate to repetition rate ( Fig.11d, e ). Using the opposite approach and summing Sync+ 323 and Sync-responses created an invariant response to repetition rate while preserving the monotonic tuning to 324 stimulus amplitude ( Fig.11f, g 348 is critical to have both positive and negative monotonic tuning to at least one acoustic feature for this to work.
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Demultiplexing this information downstream only requires summing or subtracting firing rates between different 350 groups of neurons, which is both mechanistically simple and biologically plausible. 
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Although primary somatosensory [8] and auditory cortices encode stimulus timing using both a rate and 381 temporal representation, downstream neurons may only be processing one of these inputs. Mountcastle and 382 colleagues [30] previously postulated that a neural mechanism could read out the periodic inter-spike intervals of 383 the spike trains evoked in S1. In anesthetized animals, ISI does contain by far the highest amount of information, 384 assisted by information from firing rate [31] . However multiple studies in awake animals [29, [32] [33] [34] in both 385 sensory areas have shown that firing rate, not precise spike timing, more accurately represents the psychophysical 386 discrimination thresholds of stimulus repetition rate.
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In the auditory pathway, we observe a loss of temporal fidelity to repetitive stimuli as we move along to R and RT where there were more nSync+/-neurons (monotonically encoding repetition rates within the range 398 of flutter perception). Similar transformations were found in the Somatosensory pathway from Thalamus to S1, 399 S2 [29] where, in the same manner as the auditory cortex, S2 neurons showed a much weaker stimulus-locking 400 than S1 for vibrotactile stimuli and encoded temporal information using either positive or negative monotonic rate codes. Previous studies have suggested single-compartment computational models to explain this transformation 402 of temporal encoding across the auditory system [15, 22, 46, 47] , but all of these studies have grouped synchronized 403 neurons in a single rate-coding category, not distinguishing between positive/negative monotonic neurons. We 404 postulate that monotonic synchronized neurons are an intermediary stage in the transformation of stimulus 405 information encoding from a temporal representation to a rate code lacking stimulus locked responses.
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There are, however, several caveats to our computational model. First, we compare single unit data from 407 marmosets with simulated neurons using cellular parameters based on intra-cellular recordings of ketamine-408 anesthetized rats [22] , due to the fact that no data exists for marmosets. Because ketamine is an NMDA antagonist, 409 our model only simulated AMPA and GABA-A receptors, making no distinction between the two. NMDA 410 receptors produce synaptic inputs with a longer time-constant (10-25ms) than AMPA and GABA-A receptors 411 (5ms) and may thus explain the difference in response between awake and anesthetized animals. 
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Electrophysiological recordings and acoustic stimuli. Our electrophysiology data in this report comprised of 435 previous published datasets [11] . For these datasets, the authors performed single-unit recordings with high-
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impedance tungsten micro-electrodes (2-5 Ω) in the auditory cortex of four awake, semi-restrained common 437 marmosets (Callithrix jacchus).
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Action potentials were sorted on-line using a template-matching method (MSD, Alpha Omega 439 Engineering). Experiments were conducted in a double-walled, soundproof chamber (Industrial Acoustic Co.,
440
Inc.) with 3-inch acoustic absorption foams covering each inner wall (Sonex, Illbruck, Inc.).
441
Acoustic stimuli were generated digitally (MATLAB-custom software, Tucker Davis Technologies) and 442 delivered by a free-field speaker located 1 meter in front of the animal. Recordings were made primarily for the 443 three core fields of auditory cortex (177/210 neurons)-primary auditory cortex (AI), the rostral field (R), and the 444 rostrotemporal field (RT), with the remaining neurons recorded from surrounding belt fields. For each single unit 445 isolated, the best frequency (BF) and sound level threshold was first measured, using pure tone stimuli that were 446 200 ms in duration. We next generated a set of acoustic pulse trains, where each pulse was generated by 447 windowing a brief tone at the BF by a Gaussian envelope. Repetition rates ranged from 4Hz to 48Hz (in 4Hz 448 steps) Acoustic pulse train stimuli were 500 ms in duration, and all intertrial intervals were at least 1 s long. Each 449 stimulus was presented in a randomly shuffled order with other stimuli, and repeated at least five times for all 450 neurons, and at least ten times for about 55% of neurons (115/210). Stimulus intensity levels for acoustic pulse trains were generally 10 -30 dB above BF-tone thresholds for neurons with monotonic rate-level functions and 452 at the preferred sound level for neurons with non-monotonic rate-level functions. 
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When simulating neurons without short-term plasticity, A was determined by the excitatory or inhibitory 465 input parameter and stayed constant throughout the simulation. This amplitude ranged between 0 to 6nS for 466 excitatory inputs and 0 to 12nS for inhibitory inputs, as in Bendor 2015 [11] . A synaptic input delay was added 467 to simulate the delay between peripheral auditory system and auditory cortex, and whereas in the previous study 468 the temporal delay between excitatory and inhibitory inputs (I-E delay) was a variable, in this study it was fixed 469 at 5 ms. In our model, an action potential occurred whenever the membrane potential of the model neuron reached 470 a threshold value . After the action potential, the potential was reset to a value below the threshold 471 potential, < . 
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Modelling synaptic depression consisted thus of 4 parameters: the recovery time constants for both excitatory and 485 inhibitory synapses ( , ) ranging from 50 to 200ms, and the depression factor and ranging from 0 486 to 0.5. in this model was equal to 1. These values were consistent with intra-cellular recordings in previous 487 studies [26, 52] .
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Short-term plasticity: Facilitation. Short-term facilitation was added to the model using a similar model to that 490 of short-term depression. In the case of facilitation, varies between -0.5 and 0. Therefore, the probability of 491 release ( ) Increases after each stimulus input, then decays back to the initial value. When modelling 492 facilitation was equal to 0.5 so that the resulting amplitude of conductance remained comparable to that of 493 short-term depression.
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Spike-Frequency Adaptation. We modelled spike-frequency adaptation by including an addition current in the 
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Where N is the number of spikes, ( ) is the time of pulse and IPI the interpulse interval. If vector 512 strength was significant (Rayleigh statistic RS > 13.8) and above 0.1 for three consecutive repetition rates, and if 513 the rate response was also considered significant (average discharge rate 2 s.d. above the mean spontaneous rate 514 and an average of more than 1 spike per stimulus), then the neuron was considered Sync. If the rate response was 515 significant but the neuron did not pass the synchrony criteria, it was considered nSync. In our dataset 125/210 516 neurons were classified as Sync.
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Classification of neurons, Monotonicity. The monotonicity of the discharge rate for a given repetition rate was 518 determined by calculating the Spearman correlation coefficient ( ) for stimuli spanning from 8 to 48Hz. If 519 coefficient was larger than 0.8 and statistically significant (p-value < 0.05) the neuron was considered positive 520 monotonic. If the coefficient was smaller than -0.8 and statistically significant, the neuron was considered negative 521 monotonic. Neurons satisfying neither of these criteria were considered non-monotonic. These three classification 522 methods applied to both real and simulated neurons. In our dataset of real neurons, we found 126/210 monotonic 
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Distribution of strength of adaptation near onset (b.) and at the middle of stimuli duration (c.) Sync-neurons 692 showed significant depression between the first and second (median = 0.73, t-test, P<< 0.001) and between first 693 and third pulse (median = 0.90, P << 0.001) (b.), but not between 2nd and 5th pulse nor between 5th and 8th pulse
694
(median = -0.12, P = 0.33 and median = 0.07, P = 0.51 respectively.) (c.). Sync + neurons showed no significant 695 depression between 1st and 2nd pulses and between 1st and 3rd pulses respectively (median = 0 for both, t-test, P 696 = 0.12 and P = 0.25 respectively) nor at the later stages of stimuli presentation between 2nd and 5th pulse (median 697 = -0.33, p value = 0.31), and between 5th and 8th pulse, (median = 0.07 p value = 0.54). 
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